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Switzerland's "colonialism
without colonies"

The Black Lives Matter protests began in America, but their reverberations

in Switzerland have been surprisingly strong. Why?

JÜRG STEINER

It started with a video ofa white police officer using brutal
force that led to the death ofAfro-American George Floyd

in the US city of Minneapolis. The footage was shared on

social media around the world. In mid-June, thousands of

mostly young people took part in anti-racism demonstrations

in Swiss cities. The Black Lives Matter rallies, mostly

peaceful, were tolerated by the authorities despite the
restrictions to stop the spread ofCOVID-19.

However, it was not the imported nature of the protests
that was exceptional, but how quickly attention turned to
the issue of everyday racism towards black people in
Switzerland, even though Switzerland has never had any colonies

and has never been known as a country in which the

state apparatus clearly discriminates against non-whites.

"Switzerland has never existed in splendid isolation"

"I think there is a growing realisation among younger people

that Switzerland has never existed in splendid
isolation," says historian Bernhard C. Schär. "Which is actually

quite astonishing, given that the Swiss history curriculum
still mainly takes the opposite view." Schär, who works at

ETH Zurich, is one of a group of historians who are trying
to promote a critical reappraisal ofSwitzerland's history in
the global context.

This perspective on Switzerland that many like to

ignore, is becoming increasingly popular, not least because

40 percent of people who live in Switzerland have an

immigrant background. And because 70 percent ofpeople

employed by Swiss companies work abroad. "Switzerland's

story has always been more than about what happens only
in Switzerland and in Europe," says Schär. Fewer and fewer

people identify with a view ofhistory confined within
Switzerland's physical borders. Taking a more open approach

to Switzerland's past automatically involves encountering
elements of colonialism and racism.

This extends to everyday life. According to a report by
the Swiss Service for Combating Racism (SCRA), 59 percent

ofSwiss believe that racism is a serious problem in Switzerland,

while 36 percent ofpeople living in Switzerland with
an immigrant background say that they experienced
discrimination in the period from 2013 to 2018 - mainly in the

work environment or when looking for employment.

It is also normal nowadays for young Swiss to work with

colleagues who have a different skin colour. Thanks to
social media too, the YouTube generation are no strangers to

the issue of racism. Clips of black American television
comedians such as Trevor Noah, born in South Africa to a

Swiss expatriate father, are also viewed in Switzerland.

Consequently, the brutal, racist circumstances of George

Floyd's death are even more of a cue to question the reality
at home, given that police violence also occurs in Switzerland.

In 2018, for example, a black man died in Lausanne

from respiratory arrest afterbeing pinned to the ground by

police officers.

Controversial memorials

Switzerland has plenty of historical objects that would

inspire the wrath of anti-racism activists. These include

memorials to Swiss economic pioneers and scientists whose

involvement in the history ofcolonial exploitation has long

been swept under the carpet. Take David de Pury, who left

his home city of Neuchâtel a huge fortune after his death.

The merchant acquired part ofhis wealth by trading slaves

at the Portuguese court in the 18th century. A bronze statue

in Neuchâtel honours de Pury's legacy. Following a Black

Lives Matter protest, activists smeared the statue with red

paint to symbolise the blood of slaves. A petition was also

launched to remove the monument.
The controversy surrounding the brilliant 19th-century

glaciologist Louis Agassiz, who expounded racist theories

that were used by white Americans to legitimise discrimination

against blacks, has flared up again after simmering
for years. A mountain peak situated on the cantonal boundary

between Berne and Valais is named after Agassiz.

Historian Hans Fässler, who heads the Dismantle Louis Agas-
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Despite the COVID-19

restrictions,
thousands demonstrated

against racism in

Basel at the beginning

of June 2020.
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siz committee, has been calling for the peak to be renamed

for the last 15 years. However, the three municipalities
bordering the mountain have steadfastly rejected the request.

Misgivings have also centred around Zurich entrepreneur

Alfred Escher, whose well-connected family owned

coffee plantations in Cuba where slaves worked. And even

Henri Dunant ran his own colonial business before founding

the International Committee of the Red Cross. In their
book entitled "Postkoloniale Schweiz" (Postcolonial

Switzerland), a group ofSwiss historians document how Dunant

set up a financial scheme for a Genevan grain producer in
Sétif, Algeria.

According to the same book, Switzerland's "colonialism

without colonies" was beneficial not only to wealthy
industrialists but to members of the middle and working classes

as well - like the mercenaries who fought for the French

Foreign Legion in the French colonies. Hence, the long-hidden

legacy of Switzerland's role in colonialism is an issue

that transcends the rights and wrongs of knocking down

statues.

The role of black people

Of greater immediacy are the recent protests that have

fuelled the conversation on how institutional racism affects

the lives of black people in present-day Switzerland. Most

blackpeople who speak publicly say that racial profiling by
the police and authorities is an everyday aspect oftheir lives.

A UN report has criticised Switzerland for doing too little
to combat it.
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David de Pury (1709-1786) Neuchâtel-born David de

Pury earned his fortune in Portugal, where he was involved

in the diamond trade with Brazil before turning significant

attention to the slave trade. The shipping company Pernam-

buco e Paraiba, of which he was a shareholder, deported

more than 42,000 African prisoners between 1761 and

1786. De Pury was appointed to the court of the King of

Portugal in 1762. He bequeathed his immense wealth to

the city of Neuchâtel, helping to fund the construction of

buildings that still dominate the city.

Louis Agassiz (1807-1873) Jean Louis Rodolphe Agassiz,

from the canton of Fribourg, studied glaciers and fish fossils

at the beginning of his career. After emigrating to the

USA in 1846, he became a renowned academic at Harvard

University. The views on race which Agassiz developed and

expounded in America are a problematic legacy. Agassiz

wanted to scientifically validate his theory that black

slaves were inferior to whites, calling them a "degraded

and degenerate race". He became a vehement and influential

supporter of racial segregation.

Alfred Escher (1819-1882) Zurich -born business leader,

railway entrepreneur, politician, and Credit Suisse founder

Alfred Escher (pictured here as President of the National

Council in 1849) was a driving force in Switzerland's development

as a nation during the 19th century. When Escher was

still alive, his family were accused of benefiting from slavery.

According to a historical study published in 2017, the Escher

family owned a Cuban coffee plantation where dogs guarded

slaves who were forced to work 14 hours a day.

Zambian-Malawian theatre artist Mbene Mwambene, who

lives in Berne, says that the racism he encounters in
Switzerland is different to racism in America. He calls it "covert"

and based on contradictory stereotypes. On the one

hand, people more or less expect him to be a good dancer

because he is African. On the other, he regularly gets

stopped and searched for drugs.

The Swiss police reject the accusation of racial profiling.

Police officers in Switzerland do two years of basic

training before entering service, during which they
address fundamental principles such as respect for human

rights. The head of the St. Gallen cantonal police force,

Fredy Fässler (SP), says that trainee police officers are

consistently reminded of the perils of racial profiling.
Black intellectuals who live in Switzerland have

played a decisive role in reigniting the country's debate

on racism - personalities who together have brought the

reality of the racism that they face in everyday life into the

public domain. University academics such as the black

Swiss anthropologist Serena Dankwa are regularly
interviewed in the media. There is growing agreement with
one of the key thrusts ofwhat Dankwa is saying: that people

should finally recognise there is a connection between

the racist, colonial view of Africa that Switzerland also

used to share and the systematic marginalisation that
affects all black people today.

JÜRG STEINER IS A JOURNALIST AND EDITOR FOR THE "BERNER ZEITUNG"
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